Parking Bldg E Conf Ctr

Texas Instruments Building E Conference Center
2900 Semiconductor Dr. Santa Clara, CA 95052

Directions

Follow the **BLUE** arrows from Kifer Rd or Central Expressway to the designated parking area on the north side of Bldg E.

Follow the **RED** dashes from the parking area to the Bldg E Lobby & Conference Center entrance on the west side of Bldg E.

**NOTE** For your safety and that of pedestrians, please follow posted speed and stop signs.

**ADDITIONAL DIRECTIONS**

**280**
From Hwy 280, take Lawrence Expressway Exit North.
Continue north on Lawrence until you reach Kifer.
Turn left on Kifer.
Turn right on Semiconductor Drive.
Veer to the left once you reach the garage.
Follow the signs to the Texas Instruments Building E Conference Center.
Park in the front or the side of the Building.

**101**
From Hwy 101, take Lawrence Expressway Exit South.
Continue south on Lawrence until you reach Kifer.
Turn right on Kifer.
Turn right on Semiconductor Drive.
Veer to the left once you reach the garage.
Follow the signs to the Texas Instruments Building E Conference Center.
Park in the front or the side of the Building.